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Russia's Rost
cements position
With its acquisition of producer Valley of
Vegetables, Rost Group is consolidating
its position as Russia's leading
greenhouse vegetable producer
ussia's Rost Group has agreed to

greenhouse complex to around 388ha,

revealed, with the merger expected to

acquire Valley of Vegetables, a

increasing its capacity to 320,000 tonnes of

boost

major

tomatoes, cucumbers, salads and berries a
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year, according to the company.

domestic market.

Mikhail Glushkov, director of the National

Rukin reportedly said the deal would allow

The producer, which boasts 195ha of

Union of Fruit and Vegetable Producers,

the group to optimise harvesting of its

greenhouses, markets its vegetables under

said the deal, estimated by analysts to be

vegetables in order to prioritise taste.

the Valley of Vegetables brand, while its

worth around RUB45bn (US$592m), would

strawberries are sold under the moniker

make Rost Group the market leader for

Vybery Menya, meaning 'Choose Me'.

greenhouses vegetables domestically, New
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operational

efficiency

and

and berries, according to Fertilizer Daily.

Enjoyed this free article from Eurofruit
Magazine and its team of editors? Don't
miss out on even more in-depth analysis,

Ag International reported.
Rost Group currently has four greenhouse

plus all the latest news from the fresh

complexes in operation and a further two

According to the head of Rost Group,
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under construction, with a combined area

Sergey Rukin, the company's strategy is to

Eurofruit Magazine.

of approximately 193ha.

expand its presence in key Russian regions
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http://www.fruitnet.com/americafruit/article/1474/parts-of-san-diego-quarantined-as-psyllid-count-mounts
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